
Derek Yeoh, a bright young man started 
off in the AVL industry in 2004 doing 
sales for technical support in the Events 
and Entertainment Industry. His yearn-
ing for a piece of the action prompted 
Derek to setup DIGITALITE Sdn Bhd in 
a short period of four years in 2008.  
 
In the early days, his emphasis was on  
providing LED screen solutions but this 
eventually led to his acquiring Audio,  
Visual and Lighting equipment as well.  
His yearning was so great to provide quality 
Audio solutions to accompany his LED  
business that he took the major step in  
purchasing the Outline MANTAS Line Array 
System from Chip Chong of Pan Asia  
Integrated Systems Sdn Bhd, the Malaysian 
Outline distributor since October 2014. 
The decision wasn’t an easy one, according 
to Derek as he was spoilt for choice and  
offers to audition and own other competitive  
brands available in the market such as 
NEXO, RCF, TW Audio, PROEL and Audio 
Center. Derek was sold on the sound quality 
of the Outline MANTAS and as the saying  

goes, the rest is history. He also noted that 
the reputation of the product and the excel-
lent advice and support from Chip played an  
important role in the selection. Derek says 
that the greatest satisfaction he derives is 
from the fact that he is now able to provide 
high end Audio Reinforcement quality to 
supplement the rest of his services small, 
medium and large venues. This is proven  
by the number of positive comments he has 
received from clients both local and interna-
tional and other industry experts. He admits 
that the Outline MANTAS was his most  
significant purchase to date. Derek’s future 
expansion plans include, you guessed it, 
more Outline MANTAS and other models 
from Outline. Chip has this to say: “I have 
done projects and shows with Outline prod-
ucts during the last five years and I’m very 
confident in representing the brand in the 
region. I have full support from the Outline 
team who are dedicated and committed to 
easing all technical issues that may arise 
while continuing to research, develop and 
manufacture products of the highest quality 
while scoring many patents.” 
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Digitalite Scores With 
Outline MANTAS System 
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Pan Asia Integrated System Sdn Bhd 
www.panasiais.com 

DIGITALITE inventory: 
 12 OUTLINE MANTAS (Biamped) 
 06 OUTLINE DBS 182i (Subs) 
 04 OUTLINE T FIVE 
 03 OUTLINE T NINE 
 02 OUTLINE IP24 (Processor) 
 02 VMB TL 300 Line Array Lifter 
 KLOTZ Cables 
 MIDAS PRO 2 & DL 251 
 Various LED Paneals 
 Various lighting equipment 
 
AVL Times’ Sridevan Sriniwass had 
a chance to observe Digitalite’s 
MANTAS system at The Grand  
Ballroom of Grand Hyatt Kuala 
Lumpur recently: “The MANTAS  
was very precise in its delivery, be 
it playback or the live band mixed 
through a Midas PRO2. It had the 
reserve SPL to boot and enough 
headroom. I thought it needed a 
little more in the High- Mid section 
but then again, sound is individual 
listening and perception. It could 
also be that this industry dinosaur 
has tired ears!”  




